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PRODUCTS
[image: ]Manage PoC's
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Easily manage complex Proof of Concepts

[image: ]Close Plans
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Collaborative Close Plans in Seconds
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Mutual Action Plan software by Recapped
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Seamlessly handoff your deals to post-sales
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Onboard clients in half the time


PLATFORM
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Connect to all your favorite tools

[image: ]Salesforce Integration
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Manage and update Salesforce in seconds
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Manage and update HubSpot in seconds
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Enterprise level security and compliance



Solutions
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PERSONA
[image: ]Sales Leaders
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Gain powerful visibility into your deals

[image: ]Account Executives
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Close more deals faster through collaboration

[image: ]Enablement and Operations
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Truly enable your sellers and buyers
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Enable your team with the right content


USE CASE
[image: ]Deal Execution
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Ensure deal qualification and management

[image: ]Buyer Enablement
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Reduce friction and arm your champions

[image: ]Visibility and Forecasting
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Get insights into deals before it's too late
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Get your resources and content
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Kickstart your sales collaboration
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Learn from leading industry experts

[image: ]Free Downloads
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Completely free tools and templates

[image: ]Revenue Glossary
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Definitions and descriptions for GTM teams
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Get started with pre-made Recapped templates 
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Free Mutual Action Plan in Google Sheets
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How much revenue are you missing out on?


COMPANY
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Learn more about Recapped team
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[image: ]We're Hiring

See open positions



TemplatesCustomersPricing
Log inCreate free accountGet demo






How easy is it for buyers to do business with you? Take our free assessment ️now➜
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Gain powerful visibility into your deals
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Update Salesforce without headaches
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Learn more about Recapped team
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See open positions
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See open positions
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See open positions
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Free resources and content
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Kickstart your sales collaboration

[image: ]Free Template
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Completely free Google Sheets format
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Your security is our top priority
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Calculate Your Recapped ROI
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Learn more about Recapped team
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See open positions



CustomersPricingLog inRequest Demo






Side-by-side comparison of Recapped and Google Docs
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Recapped - close deals and onboard clients faster
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By using our site, you acknowledge that you have read and understand our Terms of Service, Privacy Policy, and Cookie Policy.
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